The current paper presents an adaptive system identification/parameter estimation algorithm for a three-phase cage induction motor based on particle swarm optimization (PSO). The performance of the proposed algorithm is emphasized by comparing its results with those of the well-known stochastic optimization techniques of genetic algorithm (GA) and simulated annealing (SA) for the benchmark application with six unknown parameters to identify. The dynamic inertia-weighted PSO algorithm significantly outperformed the GA and SA techniques. The achievement of the presented methodology in confronting a rather complicated non-linear dynamic engineering application underlines the ability of the algorithm to be used for a range of real-world problems, and moreover justifies and motivates the development of more advanced techniques.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental part of engineering applications in systems simulation and control relates to system models, and considerable effort has been devoted towards developing methods to identify precise models together with accurate estimation of system parameters [1] . To date a wide range of analytical techniques have been introduced to meet these demands [2] . However, for non-linear systems, limited progress has been made using analytical methods. In responding to ever-increasing demands, non-linear optimization techniques have been an alternative approach to cope with the need to adapt the system identification and parameter estimation methodology in response to inherent changes occurring in dynamic systems. Computational intelligence (which attempts to biologically emulate the adaptive evolutionary nature of living beings like reasoning, decision-making, learning, and optimization via a series of techniques) is one suitable technique for system identification and parameter estimation [3] .
Evolutionary algorithms (EAs), as a major part of the computational intelligence family, are stochastic search methods that attempt to mimic the natural biological evolution and/or social behaviour of species. Such algorithms have been developed to deliver near-optimum solutions to large-scale optimization problems for which traditional mathematical techniques fail. The well-known characteristics of EAs, specifically their efficiency in solving global optimization problems with non-differentiable objectives and constraints, make them a very suitable analysis tool for various engineering application schemes [4, 5] .
In addition to genetic algorithms (GAs) as the first evolutionary-based technique, many proposals have surfaced for reducing process time and improving the quality of solutions, particularly to avoid being trapped in local optima. One such proposal is particle swarm optimization (PSO) which, in general with other EAs, shares a common approach for its application to a given problem [6] .
Once an accurate reliable model covering specific criteria of the identification problem is developed, a comprehensive optimization search algorithm can be established for this purpose. The analytical model of the process, characterized with the specific demand of precisely simulating the measured dataset, along with noise-free observation measurements are indispensible parts of efficient parameter identification algorithms. Moreover, the performances of such algorithms are significantly rated in terms of their accuracy and rate of convergence.
The current paper presents a model-based parameter identification algorithm using PSO for a particular dynamic system: a three-phase cage induction motor. The proposed algorithm is successful in solving the rather complicated, non-linear, multi-parameter identification problem, and shows remarkable outperformance compared with the well-known stochastic optimization techniques of GA and simulated annealing (SA).
PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION
PSO is a population-based stochastic search algorithm based on the simulation of the social behaviour of birds within a flock. The initial intent of the particle swarm concept was to graphically simulate the graceful and unpredictable choreography of a bird flock, with the aim of discovering patterns that govern the ability of birds to fly synchronously and to suddenly change direction with regrouping into an optimal formation. From this initial objective, the concept evolved into a simple and efficient optimization algorithm [7] . Since first published in 1995 [8] , it has been widely used to solve a broad range of global optimization problems.
PSO has some advantages over other similar optimization techniques such as GA, as follows [5] .
1. PSO is easier to implement and rather fewer parameters have to be adjusted. 2. In PSO, every particle remembers its own previous best value as well as the neighbourhood best; therefore, it has a more effective memory capability than other methods. 3. PSO is more efficient in maintaining the diversity of the swarm (more similar to the ideal social interaction in a community), since all particles use the information related to the most successful particle in order to improve themselves.
In PSO, individuals in the population (called a 'swarm' [4, 7] ), referred to as 'particles', are 'flown' through hyperdimensional search space. Changes to the position of particles within the search space are based upon the social-psychological tendency of individuals to emulate the success of other individuals. The changes to a particle within the swarm are therefore influenced by the experience, or knowledge, of its neighbours. The search behaviour of a particle is thus affected by that of other particles within the swarm. The consequence of modelling this social behaviour is that the search process is such that particles stochastically return towards previously successful regions in the search space [7] .
A PSO algorithm starts with a randomly initialized swarm of particles, where each particle represents a potential solution. Particles are 'virtually' flown through the multidimensional search space. The position of each particle is adjusted according to its own experience and that of its neighbours. If x k i denotes the position of the ith particle at kth iteration in the search space, which is first randomly generated in the solution domain, then the position of the particle in the next iteration is changed by adding a velocity v kz1 i to the current position [4, 7, 8] as
in which v k i and x k i are the velocity and position of particle i at iteration step k, respectively; C 1 and C 2 are positive acceleration constants used to scale the contribution of the cognitive and social components, respectively; rand 1 and rand 2 *U 0, 1 ð Þ are uniformly sampled random values in the range of [0, 1], by which stochastic elements are introduced to the algorithm.
The velocity vector in equation (1), which derives the optimization process and reflects both the experiential knowledge of the particle and the socially exchanged information from the particle's neighbourhood, consists of the following three terms [4, 7, 8 ].
1. The previous velocity, v k i , which serves as a memory of the particle's previous moving direction. This term acts as a momentum that prevents drastic changes in the particle's direction. 2. The cognitive component, C 1 rand 1 6 pbest i {x k i À Á , the experiential knowledge of a particle, which quantifies the particle's performance relative to the past. This term is proportional to the distance of the particle's position from its own best position (referred to as the personal best position, pbest) ever found. The effect of this term is to draw particles back to their own best positions. 3. The cognitive component, C 2 rand 2 6 gbest i {x k i À Á , which quantifies the particle's performance to the swarm. Due to the social exchange of information among particles in the swarm, this is usually referred to as the social component in the velocity equation. Figure 1 is a conceptual illustration of this searching process in a two-dimensional domain. According to equations (1) and (2),p p i andp p g denote the ith particle's best and the global best position of the particles in the swarm visited so far, respectively. The effect of the contribution of the three terms in equation (2), i.e. the momentum, the cognitive part, and the social part, is to bring the particle closer to the particle's best and global best positions. Every particle's current position is then evolved according to equation (2) , which produces a better position in the solution space. As seen, the contribution of the cognitive and the social components in equation (1) are weighted by a stochastic amount, C 1 rand 1 and C 2 rand 2 , respectively. The momentum component is also controlled by an inertia weight factor, w, which plays an important role in the algorithm.
Regarding equations (1) and (2) , several factors impact the performance of the PSO algorithm, i.e. the dimension of the problem, the size of the swarm (number of particles), the two acceleration coefficients C 1 and C 2 , the inertia weight factor w, the neighbourhood size, and the two random values that scale the contribution of the cognitive and social components. The maximum value of the velocity is also important if velocity clamping is used to prevent the particles from flying out of the solution domain [4, 5, 7] . Some proposals on hybrid algorithms combining with other computational intelligent algorithms have been made, claiming improvements to the original PSO [10] . However, the vast majority of them offer tuning of the basic parameters affecting the performance of the PSO [5, 11] .
Since the introduction of the PSO method, a considerable amount of work has been done to improve the performance of the original version by introducing confidence ranges or values for these different factors [5, 11] . Greater number of particles in the swarm ensures a larger initial diversity of the swarm. It also provides the search space to be more uniformly covered per iteration. However, bigger swarm size increases the computational time and complexity. In addition, PSO has been shown to be able to find the optimal solution with fewer particles. Then, the optimal swarm size is problem-dependent; however, in general, the range of 10 to 30 particles in the swarm is proposed [4, 5, 7] . Using an adaptive (time-varying) inertia weight factor can balance the local and global search during the optimization process, and the maximum velocity allowed actually serves as a constraint that controls the maximum global exploration ability that the PSO can have. Furthermore, recent study has provided formal proof using eigenvalue theory showing that the convergence of particles to a stable point depends strictly on the inertia weight factor [12, 13] . The acceleration constants serve a dual purpose in this algorithm. First, they control the relative influence towards gbest and pbest i , respectively. Second, the two acceleration coefficients combine to form what is analogous to the step size of an adaptive algorithm [14] . Acceleration coefficients closer to zero will produce fine searches of a region, while coefficients closer to one will result in lesser exploration and faster convergence. Setting the acceleration greater than one allows the particle to possibly overstep gbest and pbest i , resulting in a broader search.
Due to their importance and deep influential effects, some aspects of the algorithm, including initialization of swarm position and velocity, stopping criteria and number of iterations, adaptive inertial weight, velocity clamping, and diversity of particles as a performance measurement, have been revisited and many modifications proposed [4, 5, 7] . The performance of the PSO also strongly depends on the structure of the social network. The consequence of highly connected social networks is faster convergence, but it comes at the price of susceptibility to being trapped in local minima. Different social network structures, such as Star, Ring, Wheel, Pyramid, Four Clusters, and Von Neumann, have been developed for PSO [4, 5, 7] . Among the PSO parameters, the inertia weight, which is introduced as a mechanism to control the exploration and exploitation of the swarm, is important to ensure the convergence of the algorithm and to optimally trade off exploration and exploitation. It is claimed that the choice of value for w has to be made in conjunction with the selection of the acceleration coefficients C 1 and C 2 . A condition to maintain convergent particle trajectories is proposed such that [4, 7] 1www
Recent implementations of the PSO have made use of dynamically changing inertia values, as also employed in the current research. The weight factor usually starts with a large value, which decreases over time. The linear decreasing inertia weight can be calculated as [4, 5, 7] 
in which k and N are iteration number and maximum number of iterations, respectively; w 0 is the initial weight, w N is the final inertia weight, and w k is the inertia weight at iteration k. Obviously the condition w 0 ww N must hold. Values of 0.9 and 0.4 are used for w 0 and w N respectively in the current application. Then, the equal values of C 1~C2~1 :4 are selected to maintain the condition given in equation (3). The performance of the PSO can be measured on the basis of a number of criteria, such as reliability, robustness, efficiency, diversity, and coherence [4, 5, 7] . Among these criteria, diversity is a very important aspect in population-based optimization algorithms. Large diversity directly implies that a large area of the search space can be explored. In simple terms, diversity can be defined as the degree of dispersion of particles. Formally, diversity in iteration k can be calculated as [4, 7] Diversity, S k~1 n s
where n s is the number of particles in the swarm, n x denotes the number of elements in the particle, and x k j is the average of the jth dimension over all particles, which is given as
Nevertheless, the standard PSO has shown remarkable performance and been successfully employed in many engineering applications. Many research works have been published using a natural evolutionary particle swarm algorithm combined with other previously tested computational techniques, so-called hybrid PSO, with the main aim of increasing the diversity of the population by either preventing the particles from moving too close to each other and colliding or to self-adapt parameters such as the constriction factor, acceleration constants, or inertia weight [5] . Moreover, some recent publications on combinatorial applications of the standard PSO with other members of the artificial intelligence family, such as artificial neural networks and/or fuzzy logic systems, have been released that aim mainly to alleviate from premature convergence [15, 16] .
TWO-AXIS (dq) CAGE INDUCTION MOTOR MODEL
To develop a two-axis (dq) dynamic model of the three-phase induction motor, the windings of the rotor of a squirrel-cage induction motor are hypothetically replaced by a set of three sinusoidally distributed phase windings. The number of turns in each phase of the equivalent rotor windings is assumed to be similar to each stator winding as shown in Fig. 2 , in which the a-axis is assumed at 0u [17] . Fig. 2 Rotor circuit represented by three phase windings [17] In the case of an isolated neutral, where all three phase currents add up to zero at any time, the variables in the abc-phase windings can be calculated in terms of the dq-winding variables by a mathematical transformation, the so-called Park transformation. For instance, the three-phase stator current transformation to the dq-axes can be represented by equation (7), where T s ½ abc?dq is the transformation matrix to transform stator abc-phase winding currents to the corresponding dq-winding currents. The same transformation matrix relates the stator flux linkages and the stator voltages in phase windings to those in the equivalent stator dq-winding A similar procedure is also followed for the rotor in terms of the phase currents for induction machines (such as a squirrel-cage motor).
The inverse transformation T s ½ dq?abc from the abc-frame to the dq-axes frame can also be employed using the following transformation matrix 
There are four sets of dq-windings. There is no mutual coupling between the windings on the d-axis and those on the q-axis. In a synchronous frame, an induction motor in two-axis coordinates can be modelled using vector notations as [17] 
In the above
and
and l s dq are the stator's voltage, current, and flux linkage space vectors, respectively; V r dq , i r dq , and l r dq are the rotor's voltage, current, and flux linkage space vectors, respectively. T em is the electromagnetic torque, p is the number of pole pairs, J is the rotor inertia, and T L is the total load torque. v m is the rotor speed in electrical rad/s, which is related to rotor speed v mech in actual or mechanical rad/s as v m~p =2 ð Þv mech . v da and v dA are the instantaneous speeds of the dq-winding set in the air gap with respect to the stator reference frame and with respect to the rotor electrical speed, respectively. Considering Fig. 2 it is clear that v dA~vda {v m .
Among the many arbitrary choices for the dqwinding speed v da , the choice v da~vm results in dqwinding voltages and currents in the stator and rotor varying in slip frequency.
The stator and rotor currents and flux linkages are given by 
in which L s and L r represent the stator and rotor selfinductances, L m represents the magnetizing inductance, and M L is the matrix of inductances in the dqmodel. The relationships for elements of M L are given as [13] L s~Lls zL m , L r~Llr zL m where L ls and L lr are the stator and rotor leakage inductances, respectively. The per-phase magnetizing inductance L m is defined as
where m 0 is air permeability (4p610 27 H/m), r is the rotor radius (m), l is the rotor effective length, l g is the air gap length (m), N s is the total number of turns in each phase of stator windings, p is the number of pole pairs, and h m is the rotor position (in electrical rad).
Usually the machine parameters are specified as stator and rotor resistances and reactances (R s , R r , X s , and X r , respectively), magnetizing reactance X m , and rotor inertia J, in which the following relationships between reactances and inductances are established where f is the supply frequency. The overall model of the cage induction motor developed in the Simulink/MATLAB platform is shown in Fig. 3 . The input and output signals from each block are labelled for convenience.
The model is developed such that the simulation is driven and controlled through m file using MATLAB/ Simulink interaction capabilities. The three phase voltages as well as the load torque are entered properly to the model using measured data and the simulated three phase currents and mechanical rotor speed are collected as outputs. The three phase input voltages V s abc are transformed to V s dq through the Park transformation block. The model of the stator sub-block is presented in Fig. 4 . As shown, the Fig. 3 Simulink block diagram of the a.c. motor [17] model is built based on equation (9), using two axes dq voltages, currents, and flux linkages signals of the stator. The stator flux state parameter is continuously calculated in this block over the simulation time. The same block for the rotor voltage based on equation (10) is also developed. It is noticed that the null voltage vector is considered for the rotor. The developed flux vector is then employed to obtain the stator and rotor currents using the transformation of equation (14) . The current vector is divided into stator and rotor currents to be used in specified blocks. The stator and rotor currents are utilized to compute the developed electromagnetic torque according to equation (13) . The synchronous field speed is considered as the reference speed of the dqaxis frame, and the electrical rotor positions to be used in stator and rotor voltage equations are properly provided by employing the mechanical dynamic equations (11) and (12) .
Concerning the model developed for the a.c. electric motor, comprehensive information about the desired signals (such as voltages, currents, magnetic fluxes, electric and mechanical shaft powers, speeds, and torques) are available for both transient and steady-state running conditions, which facilitates the establishment of model accuracy as well as flexibility in transient or steady-state operations.
PROBLEM FORMULATION
A model-based approach relies upon analytical redundancy, i.e. an explicit mathematical model of the monitored system as opposed to physical redundancy. The main idea is to check the consistency between system measurements and computed values based upon an analytical model. In modelbased techniques, the parameters of the system which are not measurable directly require online parameter estimation methods. Therefore, accurate parametric models of the process are needed, usually in the continuous domain in the form of ordinary and partial differential equations [18] .
Consider a system with m inputs u(t) and outputs y(t), where t denotes discrete time. The basic dynamics of the system can be described using differential equations such as equations (19) and (20)
and y~g x, p ð Þ ð20Þ
The functions f x, p, u ð Þ and g x, p ð Þ can either be linear or non-linear. x denotes the n-dimensional state vector and the parameter vector p is the unknown to be identified. The estimation of system parameters can be handled through system identification methods. To establish a procedure as described in reference [18] , a process model with only the measured inputs and outputs in the form of equations (19) and (20) is obtained
The vector of model parameters p is estimated as soon as the measurements y(t) and u(t) become available. As mentioned, the basic premise is to compare the system output with the model output, and the discrepancy between these outputs is minimized based upon optimization methods using a fitness function that is defined as a measure of how well the model output fits the measured system output. To identify p, a model of the system is introduced as
and y y~gx x,p p ð Þ ð23Þ
By this definition the same input u is fed into the system model, and the mathematical model of the system has the same model structure as equations (19) and (20). The parameter vector to be identified is denoted asp p. The states and outputs of the model are calculated based upon system input, and the estimated parametersx x andŷ y are used to denote the states and the output of the model. To evaluate the Fig. 4 Stator voltage equation block diagram [17] parameters to be identified, system output y is compared with model outputŷ y. To serve this purpose, the fitness function can be defined as a weighted quadratic error function
where W is a positive definitive weight matrix having all elements equal zero except the main diagonal elements, to enhance the computational sensitivity and act as a scale factor to balance the effects of elements of y as necessary. Obviously, the fitness is a function of the estimated parameter vectorp p. The identification error will result in a non-zero fitnessp p ð Þ. Thus, the fitness function can be used to guide the search towards improved estimation. Consequently, the identification problem is transformed into an optimization problem and now can be formulated as [1] arg min
Since traditional algorithms usually have difficulties optimizing complex non-linear systems with multiple local optima, the intelligent optimization algorithms mentioned in section 1 are a better option for this problem.
The structure of the PSO-based parameter identification approach in the current study is illustrated in Fig. 5 . First, the system input u is given to both the system to be identified and the system model. Then, the outputs from the system and its model are input to the performance evaluator, where the fitness is calculated. The calculated value of fitnessp p ð Þ is then input to the PSO-based identifier to identify the unknown parameter vectorp p.
To apply the proposed optimization approach to the induction motor parameter estimation problem, an appropriate cost function needs to be defined. In the cost function (24), the phase current i abc and the rotor speed v r are the measurable system outputs, andî i abc andv v r are the simulated values of i abc and v r , respectively. R s , X s , R r , X r , X m , and J are the system's six unknown (design) parameters to be identified, and n is the number of sampled data
To implement the PSO-based system identification/parameter estimation of the cage induction motor, a specific computer program is developed in MATLAB. The Simulink model shown in Fig. 3 is used as a system model. The overall architecture of the developed software is illustrated in Fig. 6 and comprises three modules. Through the main module, the PSO algorithm is run and the overall simulation process is controlled. The main module is in interaction with the objective function. The application module developed in MATLAB/Simulink as the process model is also properly invoked through the objective function.
The algorithm starts with an initialization step in the main program. In this step, the first population or swarm comprising a specified number of particles and the six design parameters (R s , X s , R r , X r , X m , and J) is randomly generated in the solution domain. The qualification of the initial population is examined by assigning a fitness value to each particle in the swarm. Doing so, each particle in the swarm x i is employed by the objective function. The induction motor simulation module, i.e. IM_Fun.mdl function, is invoked through the objective function for each particle x i in the swarm to calculate the three phase stator currentsî i abc and the rotor speedv v r . The fitness of each particle E is calculated using measured and returned simulated values. The fitness vector is preserved for subsequent utilizations. The pbest i of the first swarm is set to x i and the best particle in the swarm is assigned as the global best particle gbest. In this step, the particles' velocities are also initialized to zero.
After setting up the initial step, the main loop is started. During the iterations, similar to the initialization step, the particles in the swarm denoted as x i are employed to calculate the simulation para- [18] metersî i abc andv v r . The existing population or swarm velocity and position are evolved using equations (1) and (2) . The induction motor simulation function is invoked for each particle x i in the swarm through the objective function and the returned three phase currents and speed are used for qualification of each particle. The fitness of the updated swarm is obtained utilizing the system process function through the fitness function. The square error E is returned into the main PSO function for selection of pbest i and gbest. The stopping criterion is checked to determine whether to continue the calculation or to stop it. While the criterion is not reached, the main loop is repeated. Practice showed that about 30 particles in a swarm are sufficient for the algorithm to successfully converge to a solution.
SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The proposed PSO parameter identification technique is performed in steady-state operation. Thus measurements of the three phase currents and the rotor speed are necessary in this case. The three phase stator currents of the benchmark motor in steady-state operation and the rotor mechanical speed while it is subjected to 20 Nm load torque are illustrated in Figs 7 and 8. Fig. 6 Overall architecture of the PSO-based induction motor system identification/parameter estimation algorithm Fig. 7 The three measured stator phase currents of the benchmark induction motor The proposed algorithm is examined for the benchmark cage induction motor with the specifications provided by the manufacturer. The nominal values of parameters as given in Table 1 are
It is worth mentioning that the solution domain tends to be quite complicated due to non-linearities of the application and six design parameters. In order to show the performance of the proposed algorithm using PSO as an identifier, it is compared with standard GA and SA. Thirty particles in the swarm is chosen, showing sufficiency for the PSO algorithm for this application. The same population number as for the PSO is chosen for the GA and both algorithms are run for 100 iterations, while SA continues for 500 iterations.
In general, the proposed method using PSO is able to achieve an accurate solution within 30 populations or swarms in the shortest time. The results of the comparative study are illustrated in Figs 9 to 15. The stator phase resistance of the motor R s is plotted versus swarm number in Fig. 9 , which shows that the parameter is almost identified within 20 and 25 iterations by PSO and GA algorithms, respectively, Fig. 9 Stator phase resistance of the motor Figure 9 also shows that SA failed to achieve the solution. A similar result for the rotor resistance R r is given in Fig. 10 . As can be seen, the algorithm is less sensitive on this parameter. The PSO algorithm almost reached the precise value within 13 iterations while GA could reach an overestimated value within 25 iterations; however, SA underestimated this parameter. The prediction of stator and rotor reactances X s and X r is demonstrated in Figs 11  and 12 , which show that the PSO algorithm greatly outperformed the others, being able to achieve the solutions for both parameters within 20 swarms. Although GA and SA algorithms showed converged performance, they failed to address the solution of these parameters. While the PSO algorithm is more sensitive to the indicated parameters, it shows lesser sensitivity to the two remaining design variables X m and J eq plotted in Figs 13 and 14 , respectively. The solution convergence is faster for these parameters (almost within ten swarms). Figures 13 and 14 illustrate a remarkable performance of the PSO algorithm, specifically compared with SA, which is completely unable to achieve the solution for the rotor equivalent inertia J eq .
The fitness functions versus swarm number are plotted in Fig. 15 for all algorithms. As can be seen, the admissible precision is almost achieved in the 20th generation for PSO, compared with the 25th generation for GA. It should be noted that to achieve the preset tolerance of ( 10 22 and demonstrate the performance of the algorithm, specifically comparing the methods, 100 iterations are practised for PSO and GA. However, the solution for SA is continued for 500 iterations (not drawn), but no further improvement is observed.
The diversity factor versus the swarm number, as an indication to explore the performance of the solution domain for the PSO algorithm, is illustrated in Fig. 16 . The algorithm shows a large diversity factor in early iterations, which implies that large areas of the search space are explored, and it decreased rapidly to almost zero within the first 20 swarms, indicating the fast convergence of the algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
In line with demands for providing techniques in the field of dynamic systems simulation and/or control applications, the current paper successfully implements a system identification/parameter estimation exploiting a well-known, newly developed PSO evolutionary algorithm in which model-based analytical redundancy is compared against hardware redundancy for a specific application. It is shown that the method is able to precisely identify the parameters of the system. The algorithm presented can be used for system state estimation with a minimum of modification, while the scheme is capable of providing the parameters of the specified system on an offline/online basis.
Among the nominated EAs, PSO is shown to serve as a successful identifier. It may be applied directly to linear and non-linear system models, and usually works with available input and output signal measurements. It is also capable of detecting time-varying parameters as well as accommodating abruptly changing parameters in online and offline applications. The example discussed exhibits the features and demonstrates the capability of the proposed methodology to be easily extended to different applications.
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